(1) The power function involves as arguments, aside from the degrees of freedom and the level of significance, a set of non-negative non-centrality parameters that are statistically meaningful, (ii) the power functions has a lower bound which is a monotonically increasing function of each of these parameters" separately, and (iii) it is possible" by using the distribution of the teat statistic under the null hypothesis alone, to obtain, with a confidence coefficient greater than or equal to a preassigned level, simultaneous confidence bounds on a set of parametric functions that might be interpreted as measures of departure, respectively from the total hypothesis or from partial hypothesis defined, for multivariate analysis of variance, by cutting out one or more variates and one or more factor levels" and for independence between a p-set and a q-set, by cutting out one or more of the p-set and one or more of the q-set.
It is the purpose of the present paper to prove that, for each testt he power function is a monoton~cally increasing function of each noncentrality (or deviation) parameter separately, a fact which was stated • without proof in D_7. There the remark was made that the very long and tedious proof available to the author of Ll J was not being offered in the hope that a far simpler and more elegant proof would be forthcoming in the near future. The kind of proof looked for at that stase is being offered here.
2. Preliminaries for the multivariate analysis of variance SituationL)J. Let u, s and n-r denote respectively the "effective" number of variates, the degrees of freedom of the hypothesis and the degree:J of freedom for the error and let t .. m1n (u,s). Then with
the canonical form tor the elementary distribution is 
ere a is the positive square root of fJJ~2 x J /J~yJ j tAentt is clear that it doesn rt matter whether we take h to be positive or negative.
It is easy to varify an even more general result than this, a.
-a+A. ., 0
sum of the p-2 rowed principal mimrs of sfJ 
where, given~, Yand the Xij'S, the domain~, as a domain in (zl""'zu)'
forms the interior of an ellipsoid referred to principal axes ( that is, in a form which 1s free from the product terms of z' s and invovles only the square terms with positive coefficients. In .ot~er words,j? 1s .symmetrical shoub'the origin in each zi separately. A displacement r:r;. along the dirrection of x ll might be regarded as the resultant of-a displacement e "'11 rr;. along zlI that is, along the dirr"ction with cosines (V ll , "'12' ... , flU) a displacement f 21~a long z2' that is, along the direction with cosines ("'21' "'22' ... , V 2u )' and so on, and finally a displacement V Ul rr;. along zu' that is, along the direction with cosines (Vul, and so on, and finally~along X tt and eventually obtain an integral over the displaced domainJD* which is less than the one over the original domai~• It is also clear from the mechanics of the proof that the integral over::fl * decreases as each 1,q;:-l-(i=1,2, ."/t) increases separately. This proves the monotonicity property.
e 4. The case of the test for independence between two sets of variates.
With a (p+q) set (p'sq) of variables let us assume l for a sample of size n+l (>p+q), the canonical distribut:fonlaw L1J
(p+q)n(
where Pi'S are the population canonical correlation.coefficients, the 
The Jacobian of the transformation given by (4.3) and the first line of (4.5) is L1J ...£. ···21-
·~o express the domain~of (4.2) in terms of the transformed variables we observe that
' "' ch max LrU*U*I+V*V*' )-l(U*U*')].
Hence we can rewrite (4.2) as
, U* and V* the distribution Starting trom (4.9) we can also integrate out over Lx L1.J and have, tor and ' "' q otherwise.
Next observe that under this transtormation LiJ the characteristic roots of the matrix in (4.10) stay invariant, so that we can rewrite (4.10) as
We have now for U, V and T, the distribution (4.14)
The probability of the second kind of error is given by integrating (4.14)
over the domain (4.13). It is easy to see that,aside from the positive constant factor, this is equivalent to sets of variates have also somewhat similar monotonicity properties that will be discussed in a subsequent paper.
